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Seeking integral community
in an ecological age . . . .

“Ecozoic” means “community of life.” An “Ecozoic Society” is a life-giving society.

* * *
The “Ecozoic Era” is a time of mutually enhancing relationships

among humans and the larger community of life.

* * *
The “Great Work” is bringing into being ecozoic societies.

* * * * *

In this issue: “Definition of Ecological Democracy,” “The Theory of Building an Ecological
Civilization: Postulates and Corollaries,” and “The Practice of Building an Ecological Civilization:
Renewable Energy Super Grids, Ecological Consumption Taxation, and Global Catalytic
Dynamics,” each by Roy Morrison.

Roy Morrison
Roy Morrison is director of the Office for Sustainability at Southern New Hampshire
University. He is an expert on innovative approaches to energy efficiency. He wrote the
first law in the nation for municipal aggregation for retail electric competition and he
founded the New Hampshire consumers Utility Cooperative, the state’s first seller of
competitive electricity. His books on ecological transformation and economic
development include We Build the Road as We Travel: Mondragon, A Cooperative
Social System (1991), Ecological Democracy (1995), Ecological Investigations (2001),
Eco Civilization 2144 (2005), and Markets, Democracy and Survival (2007). As a poet,
he authored The Loggers of Warner (1994). www.ecocivilization.info/

DEFINITION OF ECOLOGICAL DEMOCRACY

The definition of ecological democracy is sustainability in action. An ecological democracy seeks a
dynamic balance between the ecosphere and humanity, and, also, between and among humans. An
ecological democracy pursues sustainability in all aspects of life. It constitutes not merely a political form,
but a way, with many potential expressions and manifestations.

Sustainability, fundamentally, is a co-evolutionary process responding to all influences and circumstances
to maintain conditions most favorable for life. Life shapes the ecosphere and the ecosphere shapes life.

In an ecological democracy, sustainability is both a biological process, and a social force for healing
humanity’s excesses. Sustainability must be the guide for dynamic interactions between humans and
ecosphere, and, also, the political, economic and social interactions among humans. In particular, this
means economic growth must result in ecological and community improvement, not ecological and
community destruction.

http://www.ecocivilization.info/
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We must build the road as we travel towards an ecological civilization. Ecological civilization is always
subject to change and challenge, and those who would realize and maintain it, must pursue sustainability
as their ongoing goal and guide.

Roy Morrison

THE THEORY OF BUILDING AN ECOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION: POSTULATES AND COROLLARIES

Industrialism

First Industrial Postulate: an industrial civilization pursues limitless growth of production and consumption
in pursuit of the fulfillment of limitless human needs.

First Doctrine of Industrial Critique: Economic growth in an industrial civilization is inseparable from
ecological destruction.

Self-healing of industrialism will reflect the practice of an ecological turn that will fundamentally transform
the conduct of industrial business as usual.

Emergence of sustainability as social movement and practice is human consciousness becoming part of
the ecosphere's healing response to the impositions of industrialism.

Ecological Civilization

A working definition of an ecological civilization is to make economic growth mean ecological
improvement, not ecological destruction.

An ecological civilization is characterized by the ongoing pursuit of sustainability in the economic,
ecological, and social realms. Success in all three realms is completely interdependent. We cannot
succeed in one without succeeding in the others.

Sustainability, broadly defined, is the ecosphere maintaining conditions most favorable for life in response
to all influences. Sustainability is a great co-evolutionary force that has shaped our planet and its living
creatures over billions of years.

Seven Postulates for an Ecological Civilization:

1. Economic growth must mean ecological improvement;

2. We can modify existing market and industrial means to achieve ecological ends;

2-A Corollary to the Second postulate: We have the technological, economic, political and
philosophical means for an ecological turn. Our challenge is to decide to employ them for
ecological ends;

3. We can change the consequences of human action by proper incentives and rewards in the
pursuit of sustainability;

3-A Corollary to third postulate: We can change human behavior without requiring selfless conduct
and banishing the seven deadly sins;

4. An ecological civilization is the dynamic of freedom and community in action that democratizes
power in both political and economic realms, pursues sustainability, eliminates externalities,
and transforms a war system to a peace system;
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4-A Corollary to the fourth postulate: Freedom and community are interdependent; we cannot
maintain the health of one without the other. An ecological civilization encourages diversity and
limits abuse;

5. The ecological turn truly begins when we first place absolute limits upon, and then
progressively reduce to sustainable levels, the leading industrial pollutants, the most important
being reversing the yearly net carbon dioxide increase from fossil fuel emissions, deforestation,
and food production;

5-A. Corollary to the fifth postulate: We must leave fossil fuels in the ground and progressively
reduce annual consumption toward sustainable limits, or use them for chemical feedstocks, not
for combustion, and invest instead in building the renewable resource infrastructure and
improving energy efficiency, particularly second-law-of-thermodynamics efficiency. What is
needed is a sustainable, efficient global renewable energy infrastructure;

6. A fundamental marker of progress toward an ecological civilization will be measured by a
progressive annual decrease in global carbon emissions, and an annual increase in global
economic output that leads to ecological improvement. What is merely efficient is not
necessarily sustainable at all. An ecological civilization is concerned with net effects and
measuring and assuring sustainable consequences;

7. An ecological civilization will reflect an equitable global convergence on sustainable per capita
yearly energy, water, resource, and emissions budgets in an economy pursuing sustainability
and zero waste, zero emissions, and zero pollution through a social and industrial ecology;

7-A Corollary to the seventh principle: A global sustainable order requires technical assistance and
transfer of resources and capital from rich to poor to make possible a sustainable global
convergence. Without justice and fairness and sustainability for all, there ultimately will be
sustainability and prosperity for no one.

An ecological civilization is built in healing response to the excesses of industrialism. It develops from
within the industrial world and will employ and modify the basic tools of industrial society: the market,
democracy, science and technology, all transformed to serve sustainable ends.

Roy Morrison

THE PRACTICE OF BUILDING AN ECOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION: RENEWABLE ENERGY SUPER
GRIDS, ECOLOGICAL CONSUMPTION TAXATION, AND GLOBAL CATALYTIC DYNAMICS

The global project for the 21
st

century is the transformation of an increasingly self-destructive industrial
social order to a sustainable ecological civilization. This is a choice. But it is also a necessity.

This choice touches almost everything we do. It encompasses our market, our politics, our science, our
social relations and our ecosphere which together comprise the fabric of our lives and informs the many
billions of choices made daily by humanity, the sum of which represents a way, a civilization.

An ecological civilization will be characterized by the emergence and development of sustainable conduct
and norms across the entire spectrum of human action. Therefore, we have many opportunities and
points of entry to pursue sustainability and the building of an ecological civilization from an unsustainable
industrial present. The pursuit of sustainability must begin from existing conditions, from where we are,
and craft plans and actions to bring us to where we want to be.
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This paper considers two key practical aspects of the pursuit of ecological civilization—building renewable
energy super grids and ecological consumption taxation—and global dynamics that are catalyzing
ecological civilization.

1. Building Renewable Energy Super Grids

Building continental scale renewable electricity super grids is an essential response to a gathering global
ecological climate catastrophe and the associated ecological pillage of fossil fuel energy resources led by
coal. An energy turn is fundamental to an ecological turn. The imperatives for climate action are
consonant with the needs for both economic stimulus and long-term prosperity.

By its continental scale, such a grid has inherent capabilities of balancing renewable supply and demand
given proper high voltage direct current transmission (HV DC), combined with real time price and load
control and appropriate energy storage. The renewable super grid will optimize a diverse mixture of wind,
solar thermal electric, photovoltaics, hydro, pump storage, geothermal, biomass, district heating and
cogeneration, and other distributed renewable and storage resources (Czisch, Giebel,& Keramane, 2008).

Building a renewable energy grid is a matter of detailed planning and computer simulation and modeling
and the proper provision of capital and material resources. This modeling has been performed for Europe
(Czisch, 2006-a) by Professor Gregor Czisch who has also outlined some of the super grid challenges for
China including the gathering of weather and geotechnical data for planning renewable development.
(Czisch,2006-b).

Building a renewable energy grid cannot be left to the evolutionary power of market forces. Planning and
implementation must be undertaken under the guidance and coordination of government.

The renewable grid will eventually displace coal generation, at least coal generation that does not reclaim
waste heat for process or district heating thereby reducing its carbon footprint by half. A renewable grid
will displace petroleum by providing power for electric vehicles. Electric car batteries will play a significant
storage and balancing role for the renewable grid. The renewable grid will take systematic advantage of
heat pumps and other devices that take advantage of higher second-law-of-thermodynamics efficiencies.

The renewable grid is a fundamental step toward ecological sustainability and long-term prosperity.

2. Ecological Consumption Taxation

Adopting an ecological consumption tax regime to replace income taxes will allow the market to send
proper price signals for sustainability throughout the economy. Price signals will internalize externalities
and inform production and consumption decisions for all goods and services. A system of ecological
consumption taxes means more than a carbon tax, and can be implemented through an ecological value
added tax phased in to replace income taxation (Morrison, 2007). As ecological consumption taxes are
phased in, income taxes are phased out.

Adoption of new market rules based on ecological consumption taxation is a crucial and available step to
allow the market system to get the prices right. Our heart tells us what we should do. Prices tell us what
we will do.

Ecological taxation will mean that sustainable products will gain market share. Products that are polluting,
depleting, and ecologically destructive will lose market share. Ecological consumption taxation will focus
the creative power of entrepreneurship on sustainable ends.

The tax base for an ecological consumption taxation system is total final sales of goods and services. By
employing an ecological value added tax (EVAT) price signals for sustainability are sent through supply
chains—the higher the pollution, depletion, or ecological damage, the higher the tax rate.
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An EVAT is not simply a tax on pollution that would decline as pollution declines. Under an EVAT, the
rate of taxation on gross consumption would equal the desired total revenue goal. What would vary is the
rate on individual goods or services based on their ratings for pollution, depletion, and ecological damage.

Products or services would be assigned an EVAT tax rate equal to its degree of ecological insult.
Businesses offering sustainable products would gain competitive advantage by paying lower taxes. The
EVAT rate could be indicated by bar code or other electronic tags and color code labels sending clear
signals for consumers.

The EVAT can be collected through a credit-invoice system. Businesses would receive credit for the
EVAT they have already paid their suppliers, thus making the tax substantially self-enforcing. Small
sellers could be exempt.

An EVAT gradually forces polluting, depleting items out of the market. Initially, the most polluting items
have the highest tax rate. As they lose market share, in order to maintain tax revenue, moderately
polluting items would bear higher tax rates. Over time, an EVAT would tend toward a flat tax as products
universally become sustainable, though polluting outlier products would still bear high tax rates..

Ecological consumption taxation should logically be accompanied by targeted capital investment in crucial
sustainability projects, such as a renewable grid, and a negative income tax to offset the regressive
nature of consumption taxation and its impact upon the poor.

Together these steps, the building of a continental scale renewable grid and ecological consumption
taxation, could be key strategies guiding an ecological turn.

3. Global Catalytic Dynamics

An ecological turn will be the consequence of the expression of a complex of global dynamics and
choices that are affecting the industrial system state and are increasing our ability to move it toward
sustainable ecological ends. These dynamics include:

 The emergence of sustainability as profitable business practice, including a convergence upon
sustainable norms by a global market;

 The growth of ecological consumption taxation that allows the market to monetize the triple
bottom line of sustainability that includes the economic, the ecological, and the social. New
accounting credits the generation of sustainable flows under assets, and debits the ecologically
damaging. The pursuit of profit converges with the pursuit of sustainability;

 The development of high efficiency measures, renewable and sustainable technologies, and
supporting financial forms that will profitably replace self-destructive industrial activity and poison
power;

 The ubiquitous spread of global computer-mediated information exchange, communication, and
trade networks that potentiate development of durable and multilayered feedback loops sending
signals for sustainability;

 The growth of information as the new economic base and high profit/surplus center;
 The dematerialization of production and consumption and the practice of an industrial ecology

that eliminates waste and toxic emissions and uses the output of one process as the input for
another that transforms the ecological impact of economic growth;

 The nation, not as imagined precursor and raison d'être of the state (Mahmud, 2007), but as a
dynamic and evolving multicultural community based on inclusion, not exclusion, and a balance
of rights and responsibilities;

 The expansion of governance forms from the 20th century nation-state to continental unions of
diverse nations that provide collective security and sustainable upward economic harmonization;

 The growing inhibition on war between states that can transform a war system to a peace system,
and the military from army to police. Wars are now largely being fought between armies and non-
state actors. States will be increasingly inhibited from using military measures against other
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states The role of hegemon projecting military power against other states will gradually be
transformed.

 The convergence between the pursuit of peace and social justice and sustainable economic 
development. A sustainable world cannot be built on the backs of the poor ,or practiced on
islands of prosperity amidst oceans of poverty and ecological degradation.

 The global spread and pursuit of diverse participatory, communication, business, and political
forms that send necessary feedback signals from below to protect efforts for sustainability,
fairness and justice from the imposition of market and political power acting in support of
business and pollution as usual. This movement is catalyzed by a global market, global
communications, and shifting networks and trade and relationships of all sorts, the ubiquitous
spread of words and images among and between people and groups of all kinds, on-line
communities forming, dissolving, reforming.

In broad compass, these intertwined dynamics reflect the emerging expression of sustainability in human
economic, social, and political affairs. They represent both a countervailing and potentially healing
responses to the excesses of industrial civilization, and an increase in social complexity to facilitate the
resolutions of social conundrums.

This is the wellspring of creative change and surprising reversals. George Bush brought us Barack
Obama. A war system can give rise to a peace system. A slave empire can lead to the growth of freedom.
Markets following paths toward self-destruction can become venues for sustainability. Can, of course,
does not mean will, but the potential for healing change in response to excess and a growing complexity
to resolve the industrial problematic exists.
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* * * * *

The mission of CES is to offer a vision, through dialogue, of an
ecozoic society and contribute to its realization through research,

education and the arts.

To become a member of CES, send a letter to CES at 2516 Winningham Road, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina 27516, USA, with your contact information and dues. Dues for each calendar year

are US$35 (individual or family); outside USA, Canada and Mexico, add US$10 if you
wish to receive print copies of The Ecozoic. Sustaining Member US$135.

CES also accepts members who pay lesser dues or no dues.
You may pay your dues online at www.ecozoicstudies.org.

Contributions are welcome.

http://www.ecozoicstudies.org/

